
UNCONDITIONAL PERFORMANCE.

ITS IN THE DETAILS.

ANY PLACE. ANY HOW.

TECHNICAL INFO.

These compact near bullet proof high output rock lights provide a direct 
surface mount solution in applications where there are no standard 
fixtures to fit lights. Highly versatile 120 Degree wide output flood offers 
endless installation possibilities. 

Whether you’re lighting the path for your four wheel drive, a truck hitch 
area or boat deck, their IP69K waterproof rating and lifetime warranty 
has you covered for years to come.

Our single colour ROX Lights are available in White, Red, and Amber LED 
colour options, also offered in a black or marine white housing.

The 966 raw lumens easily lights up 30sqm, and with a lifetime 
replacement warranty, you’ll be able to keep this friend by your side for 
years to come. The ROX Work Light is the perfect way to light up your 
camping and 4wd trips. With a wide range of mounting accessories 
available, it’s easy to find a way to fit this light into your setup. 

Choose the BASE6 ROX Lights for a compact, high-output, direct 
surface mount solution in any application. With endless installation 
possibilities and a lifetime warranty, these lights are built to last and will 
suit any need. Don’t settle for less, choose the best - choose the ROX 
Work Light.

WATERPROOF RATING IP69K
INPUT VOLTAGE  10-30V DC
CURRENT DRAW  0.4A
LED’S   3x OSRAM
BEAM SPREAD  120 Degree
LUMEN OUTPUT  966 Raw
WATTAGE   6W - Each
CERTIFICATION  CE, RoHs, IP69K, E4, R87,
WARRANTY  Lifetime

Rain, hail, or shine; our ROX Lights are built to last. With an 
endless range of application options, the BASE6 ROX Lights will 
suit any need. 

Built tough! Our Rock Lights have been tested to an IP69K 
standard. This means that you can mount the ROX lights to any 
desired position on your vehicle, while being sure that the lights 
will be able to withstand any water immersion or high-pressure 
spray downs.

SINGLE COLOUR 
ROX LIGHTS

PART NUMBERS.
B6RL-WH  White LED | Black Housing
B6RL-A  White LED | Black Housing
B6RL-RED White LED | Black Housing
B6MRL-WH White LED | Marine White Housing
B6MRL-A  White LED | Marine White Housing
B6MRL-RED White LED | Marine White Housing
B6RL-WEDGE30 30 Degree Offset Wedge Mount

Custom colours available with MOQ.


